
On an IB assessment the default rounding is to three significant figures unless stated 
differently or give the exact answer. This applies to all tests in this class.

When counting sig figs start with the first non zero number on the left . •
Count until you are at the end of the number.  •
Zeroes after the decimal point get counted as long as they are after a non zero 
number. 

•

Zeroes that are at the end of a number that does not contain a decimal point do not 
count.

•

Zeroes between non zero numbers get counted.•

Ex.   31.034      has _5_ sig figs
Ex.   0.00056   has _2_ sig figs
Ex.   33,500     has _3_ sig figs
Ex.   2.350       has _4_ sig figs
Ex.   30.0         has _3_ sig figs
Ex.   30            has  _1_ sig fig

Rounding to a significant figure.  Again you go to that sig fig and look at the number 
to the right of it. Use the rules for rounding using place values to round these.

Ex.  Round 31.034 to 3 sig figs       31.034 becomes 31.0 (3 sf)

Ex.  62,148.75    Round it to 3 sig figs      62,148.75 becomes 62,100  (3 sf)
      (Be careful not to lose the value of the number)    
             
Ex.  0.00345789   Round to 3 sig figs         0.00345789 becomes  0.00346   (3 sf)
    

1.4  #4   Volume of a cone  = 
 

 
    

1.5 3)     m = 28.07   n = 13.23   p = 112.67
          a) round to 1 sig fig 
                    m = 28.07 = 30         n = 13.23 = 10              p = 112.67 = 100 

Exercise 1.4 and 1.5 and 1.6 Rounding to Significant Values and 
Percent Error
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=  6.818181… = 6.82 (3 sf)

         c) 
   

   
                          

                         
     

     
  = 

          

              
               (3 sf)

         d)   6.82 - 5.57 = 1.25 

Percent Error = 
                                   

           
      

The bars |   | are absolute value bars which make that answer positive.
Percent Error will always be positive.

Percent Error  = 
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